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rsŽ .In this note we give lower and upper bounds for the binomial coefficient .s
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Let r ) 1 and s ) 0 be arbitrary real numbers. Using Stirling's formula,
nn
u Žn.'n!s 2p n e ,ž /e
a short computation shows that
1rs s DŽ s , r .s c ? d ? ? e , 1Ž .r rž /s 's
where
1 r y 1
c s , d s rr r 11
1 y2p 1 y( ž /ž / rr
and
D s, r s u rs y u s y u r y 1 s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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w x Ž .By the solution of a problem proposed by E. Rodney 1 , D s, r is an
increasing function of s.1
The aim of the present note is to point out that this result has a
generalization leading to some useful inequalities. For N s 1, 2, . . . write
N B 1 1 12 j
D s, r s y yŽ . ÝN 2 jy1 2 jy1 2 jy1ž /2 j 2 j y 1 sŽ . rs r y 1 sŽ . Ž .Ž .js1
Ž .and let D s, r s 0. Here the B 's denote the Bernoulli numbers defined0 2 j
by
‘t t B2 j 2 js 1 y q t .Ýt 2 2 j !e y 1 Ž .js1
With this notation, E. Rodney's result is the special case N s 0 of the
following theorem.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. D s, r y D s, r is an increasing decreasing function ofN
Ž .s if N is e¤en odd, respecti¤ely .
Ž w x w x.Proof. By Binet's formula see 4, p. 249 or 3 ,
‘ 1 t t
yt xu x s y 1 q e dx , x g 0, ‘ .Ž . Ž .H 2 tž /2t e y 10
Using this and the equation
‘




D s, r y D s, r s P t Q t dt , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HN N s2t0
where
Nt t B2 j 2 jP t s y 1 q y tŽ . ÝN t 2 2 j !e y 1 Ž .js1
and
Q t s eyr st y eyŽ ry1. st y eys t .Ž .s
1The statement of the problem contains the condition r G 2, which, as we will see, can be
replaced by r ) 1.
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w xIt follows from Problem 154 in Part I, Chapter 4, of 2 that the inequality
2n 2 nq1B t t B2 j 2 j2 j 2 jt - y 1 q - tÝ Ýt2 j ! 2 2 j !e y 1Ž . Ž .js1 js1
Ž . Ž .holds for each nonnegative integer n. Thus, P t is positive negative ifN
Ž . Ž .N is even odd, respectively . Hence, in view of 2 , it remains to prove that
Ž .Q t is an increasing function of s for each t ) 0 and r ) 1. Sinces
Q t s f eyt s where f u s ur y ury1 y uŽ . Ž . Ž .s
Ž . Ž .it suffices to show that f is decreasing on the interval 0, 1 , i.e., f 9 u - 0
Ž .if 0 - u - 1. The negativity of f 9 u is equivalent with
g u [ ury2 ru q 1 y r - 1.Ž . Ž .
Ž .If r G 2 then g u F ru q 1 y r - 1. On the other hand
g 9 u s ury3 r y 1 ru q 2 y r ) 0Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .if 1 - r - 2. Thus, for such r, g u - g 1 s 1, completing the proof.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Noting that lim D s, r y D s, r s 0 and using 1 we immediatelys“‘ N
obtain the following corollary.
COROLLARY 1. For s ) 0, r ) 1, and N s 0, 1, 2 . . . we ha¤e
1 1rss D Ž s , r . s D Ž s , r .2 Nq1 2 Nc ? d ? ? e - - c ? d ? ? e .r r r rž /s' 's s
In particular,
1 1 1 1rss sc ? d ? ? exp y 1 q - - c ? d ?r r r rž /sž /ž /' '12 s r r y 1Ž .s s
and
4 s 1 4 s 1 12 s? exp y - - ? exp y q .3ž /ž / ž /s' '8 s 8 s 192 ssp sp
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